
MAD MAX 2: 
ROAD WARRIOR 



ASSIGNMENT #2 
Essay or creative response 



TECHNOFETISHISM 
•  Fetishization of technology – attributing characteristics to 

technology above and beyond its utilitarian capacities 
•  In Mad Max, there is a fetishization of vehicles 
•  This seems to be in direct contradiction to the 

technological causes of the ecological collapse or nuclear 
apocalypse that is the film’s near past 

 



PAST FUTURES 
•  Mad Max watched today is like looking at a potential future 

from the perspective of a very specific point in the past.  
•  Is it still our potential future?  
•  Do things like climate change, peak oil, and other 

contemporary concerns shift the meaning of the film?  
•  Does it stand as a stronger warning today than at the time 

of its release?  
•  Or does it have a retrograde feel to it that undermines any 

potential social message? 



MAD MAX 2: 
ROAD WARRIOR 

LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE AND THE MYTH 
OF THE HERO 



CLASS TRIP: NOV 17 
•  Departing Orillia 

2:00pm; departing 
Toronto 9:00pm 

•  We need more vehicles 
and drivers 

•  If anyone who has a car 
didn’t sign up, please 
come see me 

•  If you need a ride and 
didn’t sign up, please 
see me as well 



MAD MAX 2 
•  Codes and conventions of films about myth, heroes, 

future societies 
•  Dissecting the codes of the film to reveal disintegration 

and consequential failure of ideological systems  
•  This film serves as a critique of contemporary systems of 

governance, ideologies, etc. 
•  It reveals the struggle to develop new modes of life, 

ideologies, governance while simultaneously simply 
struggling for survival 

 



VIDEO GAME 

RAGE 
•  First-person shooter 
•  Based on Mad Max 



POSTMODERN 
PASTICHE 
•  Piling up past forms and disconnected images  
•  Images of images without parody, historical context or 

political intent 
•  Distancing from the past 

•  History as pure spectacle 

•  Nostalgia mode for non-existent past 



POSTMODERN 
PASTICHE 
•  In Mad Max, we see history through technological traces  
•  Personal histories, collective histories are surprisingly 

absent 
•  Even the event that caused the apocalypse is never 

described or mentioned by the characters 



POSTMODERN 
LANDSCAPE 
•  Devastated wasteland made so by the emptiness of its 

own myths and the power of mediation  
•  Spiritual and intellectual emptiness of the postmodern 

landscape  
•  in Mad Max, civilization has failed because of deep-rooted 

problems in the organization and values of the past 
society (i.e. contemporary society of the 1980s) 



MAD MAX AS HERO 
•  Tight fitting leather uniform and brooding masculinity  
•  Signals an allusion to the rebel character of earlier films 

such as Rebel without a Cause (1955), starring James 
Dean 

•  Vigilante-style revenge-film plot alludes to earlier 
American films such as Dirty Harry (1971) 

•  Hyper-masculinity where signs of the masculine-hero 
stand in for masculinity/heroism itself 



MYTH AS 
SIMULACRUM  
•  Myth = formative stories grounded in shared system of 

signification  
•  Simulacrum = signs of the real stand in for the real itself 
•  In Mad Max, myth is pure mediation, pure simulacrum 



LEADERSHIP AND 
GOVERNANCE 
•  Oil refinery group is  trying to build a better society 
•  Lord Humungous’s group is totalitarian, based on force, 

coercion, and ‘might makes right’ 
•  Max appears as a potential leader, a potential hero 



THE HERO MYTH 
•  Journeying, 

revitalizing 
character 

•  Saves or 
restores a 
community 

•  Signals a new 
epoch 



NEXT WEEK:  
INTER-SPECIES COMMUNICATION 

TUESDAY 

Embassytown 
•  Available in library 

on e-reader 
Important concepts:  
•  the immer 
•  “Language” 
•  simile and 

metaphor 
 

THURSDAY 

Avatar 
•  Presentation 


